Expert report of Matthew A. Barreto, Ph.D.
I.

Background and Qualifications

1. I am currently a Professor of Political Science and Chicana/o Studies at the University of
California, Los Angeles.
2. Before I joined UCLA in 2015, I was a professor at the University of Washington for more
than nine years, where I was promoted to Associate Professor with tenure, and then Full
Professor with tenure. At the University of Washington, I was an affiliated faculty member
of the Center for Statistics and the Social Sciences, and an adjunct Professor of Law at the
UW School of Law. I am also the co-founder of the research firm Latino Decisions.
3. Throughout my career, I have taught courses on the Voting Rights Act, Racial and Ethnic
Politics, Electoral Politics, Public Opinion, Immigration, and Introduction to Statistical
Analysis and Advanced Statistical Analysis to Ph.D. students.
4. I earned a Ph.D. in Political Science at the University of California, Irvine in 2005, with an
emphasis on racial and ethnic politics in the United States, political behavior, and public
opinion. Professor Bernard Grofman, a well-known expert in voting rights research, served
as my principal dissertation advisor.
5. I have published multiple peer-reviewed academic research papers on public opinion and
survey methodology (among other topics).
6. I have conducted large public opinion surveys in Indiana, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,
Alabama, Texas, and North Dakota in connection with litigation assessing, among other
things, how the public responds to, and is affected by, changes in laws and statutes. Courts
have accepted these surveys as viable and methodologically accurate instruments to
understand how the public responds to changes in state law. In particular, my previous
survey research has focused on understanding sub-group analysis to evaluate differential
impacts by race and ethnicity. Most recently, the United States District Court for the
District of North Dakota stated in Brakebill v. Jaegger (No. 1:16-cv-008) that “the Court

gives the findings of the Barreto/Sanchez Survey, and the other studies and data presented
by the Plaintiffs, considerable weight.” Previous to this, in 2014 in Veasey v. Perry (No.
13-CV-00193), the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas, and in
findings affirmed by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, found that my survey was
statistically sound and relied upon my survey findings to evaluate the impact of Texas’s
voter ID law. Likewise, in Frank v. Walker (No. 2:11-cv-01128), a survey I administered
and included as part of my expert report was given full weight by the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin in a voter ID case in Wisconsin.
7. In Fish v. Kobach (No. 16-2105-JAR-JPO), the plaintiffs retained me as an expert witness
to evaluate the methodology of the defendant’s survey, and the United States District Court
for Kansas found me to be an expert on best practices of survey research and credible and
qualified to discuss survey methodology.
8. My full professional qualifications and activities are set forth in my curriculum vitae, a true
and correct copy of which I have attached hereto as Appendix C.

II.

Scope of Work

9. Plaintiffs in this action retained me to evaluate whether the inclusion of a citizenship
question on the United States’ 2020 decennial census (i) would affect participation in the
census, and (ii) would reduce the accuracy of the census. To conduct my evaluation, I
reviewed two sources of information. First, I conducted a comprehensive literature review
on survey methodology, response rates, sensitive questions and methodology, and census
procedures addressing missing data and imputation. Second, I oversaw a large nationwide
public opinion survey of 6,309 respondents asking people whether they would participate
in the census given the inclusion of a citizenship question.
10. I worked on this project with Mr. Marcel Roman, a Ph.D. student in the department of
Political Science at UCLA. Mr. Roman helped me compile sources for the literature review
and prepare tables and graphs for this report.
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III.

Executive Summary

11. Based on the extant literature published in the social sciences, the survey I conducted, and
my own experience implementing hundreds of other public opinion surveys, I conclude
that the addition of a question about household member’s citizenship will significantly
reduce participation in the 2020 census, and ultimately will reduce the accuracy of the 2020
census.
12. The published literature is quite clear: a critical component to ensure an accurate response
rate on any survey, including the census, is trust between the public and the survey
administrator. Without a high degree of trust, the prior published studies conclude that
response rates will fall.
13. Trust is particularly important when asking sensitive and private information of any
vulnerable population subgroups concerned about the potential misuse of such information.
From this perspective, adding the highly sensitive question of citizenship status to the 2020
census will make it much harder to stimulate participation in the census from vulnerable
populations such as immigrant1 and minority communities, if such communities do not
trust the census to adequately protect their confidentiality.
14. When sensitive questions are asked on a survey, respondent anonymity is particularly
important to ensure higher participation. The census violates anonymity by requiring
respondents to list the names of all household members. If respondents do not trust the
survey administrator, and there is no anonymity, posing sensitive questions to vulnerable
respondents will greatly reduce the accuracy of the survey.
15. If trust is low, attempts to re-interview or re-contact households will not be successful
either. Survey respondents must believe that there is no jeopardy or threat of disclosure to
ensure their participation in a survey, regardless of how many attempts one might make to
prompt their participation.
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Here we mean persons who are foreign-born and emigrated to the United States.
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16. The survey I conducted shows that levels of trust in immigrant and minority communities
in the United States are very low with respect to questions about citizenship. When asked
about the protection of sensitive information, including citizenship, of themselves and
family members, immigrant respondents were statistically less likely to trust that the Trump
administration will protect their information and not share it with other federal agencies
(just 35%). Among Latino respondents overall, just 31% trust the Trump administration
to protect their personal information, which is statistically lower than among non-Latinos.
17. The survey also shows that large percentages of immigrants and minorities are concerned
specifically that the citizenship information reported on the census will be shared with
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Overall, 41% of immigrants surveyed state
they are concerned about this, along with 40% of Latinos, results that represent statistically
significant differences from the nation as a whole.
18. Comparing the responses to survey questions about a census without a citizenship question
and a census with a citizenship question, this report calculates the expected drop-off rate or the expected percentage of those who will not respond to the 2020 census in light of the
citizenship question. Nationwide, the survey reports an expected drop-off rate between
7.1% and 9.7% in 2020 due to the citizenship question. For immigrants the drop-off rate
is much higher - between 11.3% and 17.8% nationally. For Latinos the drop-off rate is
expected to be between 14.1% and 16.6%.2
19. The drop-off rate will be exacerbated by the fact that, overall, those respondents who
indicate they will not respond to the 2020 census due to the addition of a citizenship
question have larger household sizes (3.30 persons) than respondents who indicated they
would participate (2.95 persons). Thus each household that does not participate will
represent 3.3 persons not participating, amplifying the expected drop-off rate in 2020.
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I provide two point estimates for the drop-off rate, explained below in Section 5-B, Paragraph 77. The first rate is
calculated by comparing answers to question 1 and question 2 on the survey, and the second rate is comparing
answers to question 1 and question 8 on the survey. The first number reported of 7.1% is the estimated drop-off rate
comparing question 1 and question 2, while the second number reported of 9.7% is for question 1 and question 8.
This is explained in greater detail below.
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When further broken down by subpopulation, this household size effect is most evident in
Latino immigrant households. Among Latino immigrants who stated they will participate
in the census, the average household size is 3.80; among Latino immigrant who state they
won’t participate, the average household size is 4.60.
20. When households do not initially self-respond to the census, the Census relies on
nonresponse follow up (NRFU) to re-contact households to encourage them to respond. In
simulated re-contact, the survey shows that a majority of non-responders to the 2020 census
will not switch and become participants when asked again to do so. Among people who
said they won’t participate if the citizenship question is asked, even after receiving
assurances of census confidentiality, only 45% said upon re-contact that they would switch
and respond to the census, and 55% did not agree to participate upon re-contact. For
respondents who were told during simulated re-contact that no citizenship question would
be asked, 84% switched and said they would respond upon re-contact. For immigrants, recontact success was even lower, with only 33% stating they would participate in the 2020
census upon re-contact if a citizenship question is present, compared to 80% participation
upon re-contact when no citizenship question is present.
21. Larger households will be the most difficult to successfully convert from non-participation
to participation if there is a citizenship question, further undermining an accurate count.
Among the 33% of immigrants who would take the census upon re-contact, their average
household size is 2.91 compared to an average household size of 3.94 for the 67% of
immigrants who would not participate upon re-contact, leaving them, and their larger
households uncounted.
22. One of the ways Census Bureau officials try to account for people who refuse to respond
to the census is to mathematically account for non-responders through statistical methods
such as “substitution” or “imputation.” Both of these methods use information on
responding households to estimate population information on non-responding households.
However, non-responding households are statistically different than responding
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households on a variety of critical demographics, which violates an important assumption
of substitution or imputation. For these methods to serve as viable alternatives, missing
units and reported units should be roughly equivalent. However, the survey reveals that
non-responding households are more likely to be larger in size, be foreign-born, and have
different age and educational outcomes than responding households. This will make
substitution and imputation inaccurate and unreliable, and makes it highly likely that there
will be a net undercount of households refusing to respond to the census due to the
citizenship question.

IV.

Literature Review
A. Factors That Impact Survey Response Rates and Accuracy: Trust, Sensitive
Questions, and Socio-Political Context

23. The decennial census is a population survey. There have been extensive studies across the
social sciences documenting the best practices and potential pitfalls in collecting accurate
survey data. With respect to evaluating the 2020 census there are three key takeaways that
are quite clear in the published literature. First, trust between the public and the survey
administrator is crucial. Without a high degree of trust, prior studies conclude that response
rates will fall, leading to a biased survey project because it excludes people from the data
and is no longer representative. Second, highly sensitive questions require assurances of
anonymity and confidentiality. Third, the social and political context during survey
implementation can greatly impact trust, confidence, and participation rates. This is
especially the case for vulnerable populations when they perceive an unwelcoming
environment or context. Of these key takeaways, the hallmark of cooperation in any survey
is trust. Respondents are more likely to participate in a survey, to complete survey items
accurately, and respond fully to survey items when they trust the survey administrator.
When respondents are suspicious, uncertain, anxious or untrusting, non-response rates
significantly increase. An early study on this topic framed the issue as how much threat
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potential respondents perceive through the source of the survey as well as the types of
questions being asked (Ball 1967; Bradburn et al. 1978). When subjects identify the survey
as being implemented on behalf of authorities who they perceive could use their answers
against them, they are likely to not-respond, or to respond untruthfully (Ball 1967). By
contrast, as Ball (1967) explains, when subjects are asked questions on behalf of an
anonymous research study, with trusted confederates who do not represent authorities, they
are inclined to participate, and to answer questions honestly. In particular, trust is important
when asking sensitive and private information of any vulnerable subgroups of the
population that feel at risk. From this perspective, inclusion of a citizenship question on
the 2020 census will make securing participation of immigrant communities much harder
than if a citizenship question were not included on the decennial census.
24. A research study by the U.S. Government Accountability Office in 2003 (GAO-03-605)
laid out the most appropriate approaches to surveying the Latino population specifically.
The report was commissioned because prior government surveys, in particular the Census,
were noticing high rates of non-response with Latino respondents. The report stated that
distrust – especially of those representing the government – was a leading factor in Latino
immigrant non-response. To fix this, they recommend increasing trust so that potential
survey respondents are not fearful of their participation, and not suspicious of the census
questions being asked, or the census enumerators visiting their community. Including the
citizenship question on the 2020 census does precisely the opposite, increasing distrust and,
therefore, making it substantially less likely that members of the Latino immigrant
subgroups will respond to the census.
25. De la Puente (1995) examined issues related to trust, confidentiality and fear among
potential census respondents in El Paso, Texas and found that fear and apprehension on
part of the sample area residents led to concealment of information from the Census Bureau
and from the ethnographers, due to their belief that the government will not keep their
information private or confidential when it comes to highly sensitive questions. This
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research establishes that the Census already knows it has challenges with trust in some
immigrant communities and attempts to overcome those challenges by not asking sensitive
questions that make it very difficult to persuade communities with low trust. However, in
2020 the inclusion of a citizenship status questions will result in increased drop-off and
problems with trust in such communities.
26. In a follow-up study a decade later, de la Puente (2004) concluded that individuals with
unstable immigration statuses were much less likely to trust the government and
specifically less likely to fill out the census questionnaire. Indeed, properly counting
undocumented immigrants has long been a concern for the Census Bureau. De la Puente’s
research demonstrated that respondents with irregular immigration statuses are unlikely to
directly cooperate with the Census if they perceive their immigration status will be
revealed. One respondent in the study, who did have legal status as a student, was afraid to
participate in the Census because she feared that at some point in the future she may go out
of status and that the information she provided to the Census Bureau might be used to track
her down. However, if immigrants come to believe that their immigration status cannot be
revealed because it will not be collected in the first place, cultural facilitators can help
improve participation rates (de la Puente 2004).
27. An important practice that ensures higher participation rates in surveys is respondent
anonymity, particularly when sensitive questions are being asked. The census violates
anonymity by requiring respondent to list the names of all household members. If
respondents do not trust the survey administrator, and there is no anonymity, posing
sensitive questions to vulnerable respondents greatly reduces the accuracy of the survey.
Tourangeau and Yan (2007) explain how the “threat of disclosure” on sensitive question
can result in non-response. Generally, people have concerns about the possible
consequences of participating in a survey, or giving a truthful answer should information
become known to a third party with enforcement powers. The authors explain a question
is “sensitive” if it raises fears about the likelihood or consequences of disclosure of the
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answers to agencies or individuals directly, or not directly involved in the survey. As an
example, Tourangeau and Yan (2007) discuss asking a question about marijuana use to a
group of teenagers. If the teens suspect that the answers could be shared with their parents,
they opt out of the survey or lie. But if the survey is completely anonymous and
implemented by their peers, they are much more likely to participate and be truthful. The
perceived threat of disclosure is what matters.
28. A review of findings across different surveys suggest that the likelihood of survey response
largely depends on contextual factors, including the respondent’s personal situation and
the features of the data collection, such as the degree of privacy it offers. The exact same
question might be highly sensitive and risk non-participation in one setting, but be
acceptable and proper in another. To this point, a comprehensive review of survey
environment research indicates that highly sensitive questions will be disruptive to the
survey, produce non-response, or result in biased data when the respondent feels any social
pressure of their answers being known. However, if the respondent feels secure and has
total privacy and anonymity, they are likely to participate and provide truthful answers
(Tourangeau and Smith 1996).

In particular, Krysan (1998) found evidence that

respondents greatly modified their answers to questions and issues related to views about
race, ethnicity or immigration based on how they felt the interviewer would perceive or
judge their responses.
29. Concerns about confidentiality are likely to exacerbate the unwillingness of certain
communities to respond to a census that includes a question about citizenship. A study of
immigrant communities’ knowledge and awareness of the census found that one major
concern was confidentiality of personal information (Raines 2001). Beyond the Latino
immigrant community, this study reported evidence that immigrants from Laos, Somalia,
Iraq, Bosnia, and Haiti expressed concerns over anonymity and confidentiality. The general
takeaway is that as additional private, personal or sensitive questions are added, the degree
of concern over anonymity and confidentiality raises considerably. Even if the Census
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provides assurances, many may not believe or trust those assurances. In part, this might
be due to the current social and political context (laid out below in paragraph 34) or could
also be due to prior experiences in their home country with authoritarian regimes and
government data collection. Thus, for a population survey to be accurate, it is critical that
respondents truly believe their answers to sensitive questions will always remain
confidential.
30. Additional ethnographic research has revealed that undocumented immigrants, or mixedstatus households are likely to avoid government contact when they suspect it is not safe
to participate (de la Puente 1995). This is especially the case when sensitive topics will be
potentially discussed or revealed. Velasco (1992) maintains that undocumented immigrants
in his sample area in San Diego, CA avoided contact with government. He argues that this
avoidance was one of the important contributing factors to census omission and estimates
that over half of the sample area residents were undocumented immigrants. Similar
situations were also reported in the Miami, FL sample area (Stepick 1992) and in the 26
rural Marion County, OR sample area (Montoya 1992). However, the ethnographic
research all conclude that participation barriers can be overcome by not including
worrisome questions about citizenship status and working with community based
organizations and cultural facilitators to increase trust and confidence in data privacy.
31. Levels of trust in immigrant and minority communities are very low with respect to
questions about citizenship. In the national survey implemented for this report, when asked
about protecting sensitive information, including citizenship of themselves and family
members, only 35% of immigrants expressed trust that the Trump administration will
protect their information and not share it with other federal agencies. Among Latino
respondents overall, just 31% trust the Trump administration to protect their personal
information, and only 23% of African Americans and 41% of Asian Americans had such
trust. According to my national survey, a very large percent of immigrants and minorities
believe the Trump administration will share their personal information with other federal
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agencies, and these lower rates of trust are statistically significant as compared to whites,
and U.S. born respondents.3
32. Research related to the 2020 census even prior to the addition of the citizenship question
has already reported considerable fear and concern in the immigrant community about
personal identifying information related to citizenship status. A comprehensive study by
the Census Bureau’s Center for Survey Measurement presented at the National Advisory
Committee on Racial, Ethnic, and Other Populations Fall Meeting 2017 (Meyers 2017)
reported an increase in respondents expressing concerns to researchers and field staff about
confidentiality and data access related to immigration, legal residency, and citizenship
status, and their perception that certain immigrant groups are unwelcome. There was an
observation of increased rates of unusual respondent behaviors during pre-testing and
production surveys, including item-nonresponse, break-offs, and refusals, especially when
the questions involved citizenship status. The most commonly occurring finding was that
respondents appeared visibly nervous about disclosing their private information and who
would have access to such data. The current political climate was of concern to
respondents: in one Spanish interview, a respondent stated, “the possibility that the Census
could give my information to internal security and immigration could come and arrest me
for not having documents terrifies me.”
33. As the finding immediately above makes clear, immigrant communities can be especially
vulnerable to the social and political context surrounding the implementation of a survey.
A study of immigrants in California and Texas found that respondents’ fear over citizenship
status correlated with their non-participation in the health sector (Berk and Schur 2001).
This study found strong evidence that a threatening context can lead immigrants to
withdraw and limit their access to public services, including access to medical care which
they greatly needed. Likewise, anxiety and fear over immigration status has been found to

3

Full details on this survey start below at paragraph 61
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reduce utilization of services related to health care, law enforcement, and education
(Pedraza and Osorio 2017). In particular, research has identified the context of heightened
“immigration policing” as one that erodes trust in other public institutions and creates an
environment in which immigrant communities are very selective where, when, and how
they engage with government agencies (Cruz Nichols, LeBrón and Pedraza 2018). The
finding is not just limited to first generation immigrants themselves; the research also finds
a strong spillover effect to U.S.-born Latinos who have immigrant parents, or feel
connected to the immigrant community, and also demonstrates non-participation during
times of threatening context.
34. Studies have shown that the political context after 2016 and the election of Donald Trump
has significantly diminished Latinos’ trust of the federal government. For instance,
Michelson and Monforti (2018) find that Latinos, including those who are undocumented,
were less trusting of government in 2016 than in 2012. In 2012, trust amongst Latinos was
strong across all subgroups of Latino immigrants---citizens, non-citizens with legal status,
and undocumented immigrants. Four years later, Latinos registered lower levels of trust in
government, with fewer than 1 in 20 Latinos in any subgroup responding that they trust the
government “just about always.” In addition, Sanchez and Gomez-Aguinaga (2017) report
that an overwhelming majority of Latinos described Trump and his policies as scary (74%),
dangerous (77%), hostile (78%) and unwelcoming (80%) and they conclude that the current
context is creating tension, anxiety, and nervousness among Latinos and immigrants. Thus,
this current political context, and the inclusion on the census of a question specifically
asking about citizenship status, create conditions that will lead to much higher nonresponse to the 2020 census in immigrant and Latino communities.
35. Beyond the Latino and immigrant communities, there is also reason to expect that the
citizenship question will cause high non-response rates among Arab and Middle Eastern
Americans. Research by Oskooii (2016) and Lajevardi and Oskooii (2018) demonstrates
that American Muslims and those of Arab and Middle Eastern ancestry currently perceive
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a high rate of discrimination and an unwelcoming environment. Oskooii (2016) explains
how perceived social exclusion can result in withdrawal and non-participation by these
communities and documents this fact empirically in his published research. In research by
the Center for Survey Measurement, focus groups conducted in Arabic among immigrants
from the Middle East revealed the potential for Census non-response due to questions about
citizenship status in light of the current political climate. (Meyer 2017). Some focus group
participants referred to the “Muslim Ban” when expressing why they would be nervous
about reporting their immigration and citizenship status to the federal government.
36. This context is particularly important as it relates to the question about citizenship status,
because this is the point of tension for many in the immigrant community today. That is,
there is grave concern over providing information to the federal government about the
citizenship status of oneself or one’s family members given the perceived high rates of
immigrant policing. It is because the present distrust and fear right now is directly related
to citizenship status that including a new question on citizenship status will likely result in
considerable non-response.
37. A clear implication identified in the relevant literature on surveys is that when respondents
perceive threatening questions, if trust is low, non-participation will result in an inaccurate
survey. Further, attempts to re-interview or re-contact households will not be successful,
and some re-contact may only serve to further erode trust. Survey respondents must believe
that there is no potential jeopardy before participating. Once a respondent believes that a
question on the survey could bring them harm, and that the survey enumerator is acting on
behalf of an official agency, attempts at repeated re-contact typically do not result in a
completed survey (Ball 1967). In interviews with the enumerators themselves, there is a
sense that the citizenship status question will make their jobs harder, if not impossible
(Meyers 2017). In focus groups with enumerators, they specifically identified the political
context and the citizenship items as being problematic
a. “The politics have changed everything recently.”
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b. “This may just be a sign of the times, but in recent several months before anything
begins, I’m being asked times over, does it make a difference if I’m not a citizen?”
c. “Three years ago was so much easier to get respondents compared to now because
of the government changes…and trust factors…three years ago I didn’t have
problems with immigration questions.”
38. Prior experiences with census data collection efforts that overlapped with anti-immigrant
contexts provide evidence that non-response follow-up (NRFU) will be much more
difficult in 2020 given the political climate and the inclusion of a citizenship status
question. Terry et al. (2017) describe the connection between a threatening context and
census non-response in Arizona and Texas among immigrant communities: “the wider
social context also had an important role in enumeration. Just before the NRFU
enumeration program started in 2010, Arizona passed a very strong anti-immigration law
that coincided with legal ordinances in two Dallas-area cities. These ordinances were aimed
at identifying illegal immigrants through police stops or the reporting of immigration status
of applicants wishing to rent apartments. The new law provoked heightened tensions
around the country, particularly in the Dallas/Fort Worth-area Hispanic site.” As a result,
these reports conclude that non-response was high and that NRFU was less successful.
39. Already, the social and political context related to deportations and the attempted repeal of
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) is creating distrust and fear in the
immigrant community that information about immigration status reported to the
government will be used to track down and deport immigrants (Frost 2017). One
implication of the fear and unrest in the immigrant community is the increased mobility
which could render any attempt at imputation or substitution incomplete and inaccurate.
For imputation to work, the missing unit household cannot be vacant, and likewise cannot
be a second home or vacation home of someone already counted. The missing unit
household should have someone living there as their primary residence. However, as Frost
notes that many undocumented immigrants who receive government letters or notices may
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pick-up and move their entire family, rather than wait around and figure out a way to
interact with public officials. Similarly, this is documented by O’Hare (2017) who notes
that Latino children are especially susceptible to being undercounted due to mobility. There
is evidence that if immigrants are fearful of attempts by the federal government to obtain
the personal information, identities, and citizenship statuses of all members of their
household, they may vacate their homes and move to avoid being contacted again (Meyers
2017). To the extent this happens, attempts at imputation or substitution will be inaccurate,
both on the national level, but especially on state and local levels.
40. In order to try and design questionnaires mindful of the complexities of trust, sensitive
questions, and the problems inherent in imputation or substitution, the census, like all largescale surveys, has a general practice of piloting and pre-testing any changes or additions to
their program to ensure that census surveys are designed to maximize accuracy and
maintain high response rates.
41. In this case, adding a highly sensitive question at a very late date, without proper testing or
piloting before implementation violates the best practices of social science research and of
the Census Bureau itself. Indeed, a key principle in implementing new survey questions or
changes to a survey, is pilot testing or pre-testing, which are generally used
interchangeably. Pilot testing and pre-testing allows the research team to assess how
changes to a survey, including adding new questions, question wording changes, new
sampling procedures and more, might impact the eventual larger scale survey that is
implemented (Baker 1994). In a review of the literature on survey testing, van Teijlingen
and Hundley (2001) write that “One of the advantages of conducting a pilot study is that it
might give advance warning about where the main research project could fail, where
research protocols may not be followed, or whether proposed methods or instruments are
inappropriate or too complicated.” Hunt et al. (1982) define pretesting as “the use of a
questionnaire in a small pilot study to ascertain how well the questionnaire works.” The
authors emphasize testing the entire questionnaire, not just a single question, because the
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survey as a whole must be assessed. While expert-level discussions are often informative,
social scientists have concluded that “no amount of intellectual exercise can substitute for
testing an instrument designed to communicate with ordinary people’” (Backstrom and
Hursch 1963). In fact, a well-known case of a pilot study helping to change and inform an
eventual large-scale population count study is the 2001 Census in the United Kingdom.
According to the Office of National Statistics (1999), the pilot study “provided essential
information on public reaction to new questions and form style as well as assessing the
success of collection and processing methods.” In sum, the literature on pre-testing is clear:
when proposing changes to an established instrument, testing the questionnaire as a whole
is crucial, as questions may perform differently on different surveys, depending on layout,
mode or different contexts.
42. Four former Census Bureau directors who have served in both Democratic and Republican
administrations agree that including a citizenship question will threaten the success of the
2020 census. In an amici curiae brief in Evenwel v. Abbott (1:14-cv-00335-LY-CH-MHS),
they wrote that asking about citizenship status in the census would “exacerbate privacy
concerns and lead to inaccurate responses from non-citizens worried about a government
record of their immigration status.” In addition to concerns over public trust, the addition
of a highly sensitive citizenship status question violates best practices that the Census
Bureau has implemented in previous iterations of the census. The administration is
including a potentially sensitive question without testing the full questionnaire in the field.
According to reports compiled by the Census, pre-testing changes to the instrument should
be standard practice and is critical to the overall quality (DeMaio et al. 1993). Census
survey designs and instruments are based on years of research and testing, sometimes 13
years in advance. Adding a citizenship status question to the decennial census survey
without full-scale testing can undermine the census count (Brown et al. 2018). Although
the Census Bureau has tested a citizenship question as part of the American Community
Survey (ACS) for decades, the relevance of the experience on the ACS is not directly or
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fully applicable to how adding a citizenship question on the decennial census would impact
the response rates or accuracy of the census. This is because the ACS is not a full and
complete enumeration of every single household and is not the exact same survey
instrument. It is not just the new question which must be tested, but the entire survey
instrument must be tested as a whole, and in the exact same format as it will be
implemented in order to understand the reaction within the community. 4 The Census
Bureau already acknowledges this and runs a complete end-to-end test each cycle for this
exact purpose, and in April 2018 they implemented this crucial testing program in
Providence, Rhode Island. However, they ran this test before the citizenship question was
added. As a result, the Census Bureau tested the wrong survey questionnaire, and have no
relevant data on the new survey they plan to implement.

B. Non-Response Follow-Up (NRFU) and Imputation of Non-Responding Households
43. The Census is aware that some households will not respond to the initial request for
participation, and as such they have long had a program called Non-Response Follow-Up
(NRFU) which provides follow-up contact with any households that do not initially
respond. In 2010 the Census estimates they conducted follow-up with around 50 million
units (Rao 2017). NRFU is critical for the Census to increase participation rates, but it is a
costly and difficult undertaking by their own admission. Any increased non-response at
initial contact makes NRFU much more difficult, especially if non-responding households
come to not trust the survey questions that enumerators are attempting to ask. As discussed
in this report, if a citizenship question is included, then Latinos, immigrants, and
noncitizens are statistically less likely to self-respond to the 2020 census. These nonresponding individuals are also unlikely to respond after household visits by census
enumerators because of fear of government interaction. (de la Puente 1995; 2004).
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The Census Bureau recognizes the critical importance of pretesting and has its own quality standards. In the
Census report “U.S. Census Bureau Statistical Quality Standards” (2013) requires, among other things, that
pretesting must verify that questions are “not unduly sensitive and do not cause undue burden.”
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44. Where information about the size of these households is not obtained through self-response
or non-response follow-up, the Census Bureau may contend that these households can
nevertheless be counted through two methods: (1) matching these households with their
administrative records; or (2) whole-person imputation using records and census data from
other households in the community. In fact, both methods are likely to disproportionately
undercount Latino and immigrant communities—the specific communities that are more
likely to choose not to respond to the 2020 census as a result of the citizenship
question.While administrative records may be an accurate way to measure aggregate trends
they may also be very problematic when used to match and enumerate specific households
(Groen 2012). When it comes to matching across different databases, administrative
records are difficult and problematic to match with specific individuals or households. In
short, the administrative records themselves contain many typographical or clerical errors
(Groen 2012). Respondents often use different names, nicknames, maiden names, or new
married names which make matching to a separate population survey problematic. In
addition, there are often errors in birth date and street addresses have been found to be
either wrong, or used the incorrect abbreviation or misspelled. Thus, while viewed in
isolation, an individual database of administrative records might, by itself, be quite accurate
for compiling or aggregating total numbers, there is significant difficulty is in assuming
they can be neatly matched to a specific individual or household.
45. This problem is particularly acute for noncitizen households, who may be the hardest to
match to administrative records. Research by Coutin (2000) documents that many noncitizen immigrants do not have the necessary paperwork in the first place to provide fully
accurate information on employment, social security, or IRS forms. In other cases, they
may seek to avoid contact with government agencies and provide incorrect or inaccurate
household information (Hagan 1994). Thus, even assuming that enumerating households
through administrative records could be done reliably, any efforts to match those
administrative records to the census would disproportionately miss noncitizen households.
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The Census Bureau has acknowledged that administrative records useable for purposes of
enumeration are more likely to exist for citizens than noncitizen households (Abowd
30(b)(6) Deposition 2018). As such, while administrative records might be used to
estimate the citizenship status of a community at an aggregated level, it is likely that the
Census Bureau’s attempt to use administrative records to count specific noncitizen
households that choose not to respond because of the citizenship question will be
unsuccessful.
46. In fact, very recent research by Census statisticians finds considerable mismatches and
discrepancies between survey data and administrative records when it comes to citizenship
(Brown et al. 2018). These authors conclude that “adding a citizenship question to the 2020
census would lead to lower self-response rates in households potentially containing
noncitizens, resulting in higher fieldwork costs and lower-quality population count”
(Brown et al. 2018), and would actually reduce the quality of administrative records “by
lowering the record linkage rate for persons with administrative citizenship data.” (Abowd
Memo March 1, 2018). Thus, adding a citizenship question will itself undermine the
Census Bureau’s efforts to use administrative data to rectify the reduced response rate
caused by the addition of the question (Abowd 30(b)(6) Deposition 2018)
47. In addition to trying to match households to their administrative records, the Census Bureau
has indicated that it may employ statistical imputation techniques to address nonresponse.
During the collection of any survey, two types of nonresponse can emerge: unit
nonresponse and item nonresponse. Unit nonresponse concerns an entire missing case
resulting from either non-contact, refusal, or inability to participate. Item nonresponse
concerns missing values on certain questions in the survey. Bias, or incorrect and faulty
data, can emerge from nonresponse when the causes of the nonresponse are linked to the
survey statistics being measured, which is referred to as nonignorable nonresponse (Groves
et al 2004). By way of illustration, public health officials designed a survey to measure the
prevalence of HIV in the population during the early days of the HIV epidemic. Despite
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incentives, cooperation rates among those who were HIV positive were extremely low
because of the stigma of the disease. Thus, the key statistic sought – namely, the percentage
of HIV-positive people -

was causally related to the likelihood of self-response;

specifically, in that case, those who were HIV-positive did not want to participate in the
study at all. Nonignorable nonresponse is particularly egregious because even if the causal
influence is known “there is no way that the statistic among respondents can be made free
of nonresponse bias (without making heroic assumptions about the status of the
nonrespondents)” (Groves et al. 2004). What this means is that if a factor influencing the
decision to not respond is correlated with an important outcome variable, imputation is
impractical because you cannot observe the existence of the precise variable you are trying
to count. In the case of the 2020 Census the key outcome variable is producing an accurate
count of total household size; however, the survey in this expert report shows clearly that
larger households are more likely to not respond when the citizenship question is present.
Thus, the decision whether to respond is correlated with household size, a key outcome
variable of interest
48. Some statistical tools are available to deal with nonresponse. At one end of the spectrum,
if every variable of interest is known for the nonrespondent, except one, then we can use
these variables to form an imputation model that will predict a value for the missing value
– for example, we may know the existence of the respondent and that person’s age, but
may not know their income level and can use predictive models to impute income for that
respondent. At the other end of the spectrum we have entire missing cases (unit
nonresponse), where the existence of the person is unknown. Imputation for unit
nonresponse, sometimes called “whole person imputation,” is used almost exclusively in
longitudinal surveys where ample data from prior waves exists for a missing respondent.
It is extremely rare to impute for unit nonresponse if little is known about the
nonrespondent case (Groves and Couper 1998). Unit nonresponse is typically dealt with
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by some form of post-stratification or response rate weighting adjustment5 (Kalton 1983).
While imputation can be useful for missing values in an otherwise completed survey form
(item nonresponse), it is particularly problematic for imputing the existence of whole
persons, and is especially likely to end up with an undercount in vulnerable communities.
This is part of the reason that social scientists and government statisticians want the
decennial census to be as non-burdensome and non-sensitive as possible, to ensure an
overall accurate count through high rates of participation (Wines 2018).
49. In general, whole-person imputation itself relies on a number of assumptions to work
correctly. If data is missing completely at random (MCAR) (Rubin 1976), then nonresponse generally introduces less bias. Models are of less help with nonignorable
nonresponse, as noted above, where nonresponse depends on the values of a response
variable. In this case, models can help but never eliminate all nonresponse bias (Lohr
1999). Indeed, recent reviews of cutting edge imputation procedures like “hot deck
imputation” argue that "hot deck” methods for situations where nonresponse is nonignorable have not been well explored (Andridge and Little 2010). Whole person
imputation, then, has its dangers. The Census currently acknowledges that “whole person
substitutions and whole person imputations are not very accurate.” (See Abowd 30(b)(6)
Deposition 2018)
50. To summarize the problem with imputing non-responding households with the
characteristics (including size) of responding households, I present a basic chart outlining
the theory of imputation that we can all relate to from elementary school pattern charts. In
essence, imputation is using the surrounding information that we can observe and
attempting to infer, or impute the rest of the pattern. When missing units are not easily
reconciled, or depart demographically from their peer units, imputation is inaccurate and
5

After the survey data are collected, statisticians can use the known universe of respondent demographics to apply
weights and possibly correct for non-response, however this only corrects the dataset for use in a data analysis
project or academic research paper, not necessarily population counts, which are supposed to serve as the baseline
universe estimate in the first place.
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unreliable.
Figure 1: Imputation theory

51. In panel A, missing data appears to be at random and there are enough similar adjacent
units to fill in the blank spaces with the best-educated inference of a blue star or a red
square. The same can be said for panel B with respect to imputing whether a purple
rectangle or a blue square is missing. However, when the missing data are not so neatly
distributed, and instead of clustered or correlated with some other missing trait, then 10
different imputation models can produce 10 entirely different guesses as to how to fill in
the blank spaces. The more non-response there is in the first place, the harder inference or
imputation will be, to the point that it simply will not work very well. We can think of this
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as a sliding scale, with the less information we have, the worse our imputations models
will be, thus our objective is to preserve as many responding units as possible, and
continually guard against efforts that add more “blank spaces” to our database.
52. With respect to the U.S. census and counts of Latino and immigrant households, previous
research has shown that whole person imputation efforts are seriously error-prone. Because
family arrangements, housing styles and total household sizes vary considerably, attempts
to impute the population of non-respondent households have been shown to undercount the
population (Kissam 2017). First, many non-traditional housing units are simply not
included in the imputation, leaving them as vacant when in reality they had tenants or
dwellers. Second, the household size of missing units tends to be larger, on average, than
of reported units. Reports also document differences by socioeconomic status. The end
result is that even with imputation, there can still be a significant undercount of the Latino
immigrant population.
53. Beyond the raw count being inaccurate, there is also evidence of misattribution of those
imputed, because they rely on higher acculturated adjust units for which there is data (i.e.
substituting data on US-born, English-speaking and college educated households when in
fact missing cases are more likely to be foreign-born, Spanish-speaker, less educated
households), suggesting the imputed data do not accurately describe the true population
(Kissam 2017). The U.S. Government Accountability Office has itself admitted this is a
problem with respect to getting a complete count of Latinos. In the 2003 report on trying
to improve the Latino count, they wrote “even with the Bureau’s guidelines and training,
deciding whether a house is unfit for habitation or merely unoccupied and boarded-up can
be very difficult. An incorrect decision on the part of the census worker could have caused
the dwelling and its occupants to get missed by the census.” U.S GAO Report (2003)
(GAO-03-605).
54. By examining our survey data, we can conclude that unit non-response on the 2020 census
will not be at random. Households that do not respond and represent missing units, are
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certain to have very different characteristics and demographics than the households that do
respond as noted in Table 1 below. In this event, it makes it nearly impossible to impute
or infer the population totals or any other demographic information about missing units
(e.g. missing households) because we do not have enough reliable information on
“matched” or similar units. Further, it is quite likely that unit non-response in 2020 will
be clustered geographically, meaning that there will be fewer available adjacent units for
imputation, and that analysts will have to rely on dissimilar households for imputation, thus
violating the most important assumption needed for accurate imputation. Looking at our
survey data of non-respondents, it is clear that non-response is not randomly distributed
across the United States. In particular, non-responders were found more likely in dense
urban areas and locales with high numbers of renters. These factors are known to be related
to census undercounts and make NRFU difficult and result in erroneous imputation (U.S.
GAO Report, 2003).
55. Figure 2: Zip Code Map of Non-Respondent due to Citizenship Question
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56. We can approximate a comparison of responding and non-responding households by
examining the survey data, and comparing the demographic characteristics of those who
report they will, or will not, take the 2020 census to assess if the two groups are “balanced”
or equivalent. A balance test of the survey data reveals that non-responding households are
statistically different than responding households on a variety of critical demographics,
which violates an important assumption in imputation. For imputation to be successful,
missing units and reported units should be roughly equivalent. However, the survey reveals
that non-responding households are statistically different on a number of dimensions. They
are more likely to be larger in size, be renter-occupied, clustered in urban areas, be foreignborn, have foreign-born parents, be non-white, be Latino, and report differences on average
age and language. This will make whole person imputation inaccurate and unreliable.
57. Table 1: Difference in Characteristics of Responding and Non-Responding Units6

58. It is virtually certain that the reduced self-response caused by the addition of a citizenship
question will lead to a net undercount among those populations with lower rates of selfresponse. Previous census reports have documented that high rates of non-response to the
initial questionnaire result in undercounts, and that NRFU is not always successful in

6

Table 1 reports the average, or mean for each demographic characteristic among people who indicate they will
respond to the 2020 Census (“Responders”) and people who indicate they will not respond to the 2020 Census
(“Non-Responders”). The table then reports the difference in these means (DIM) and the p-value, which tells us if
the differences are statistically significant or not. In the case of Table 1, all differences are statistically significant.
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converting those cases into respondents. In addition, matching household to administrative
records can be an unreliable method of enumerating the household, particularly for
immigrant communities. Prior census reports have also documented that errors are made
in imputation and that undercounts persist even after attempted imputation. Ultimately, the
worse the initial non-response is, the worse the initial undercount is, making it increasingly
more difficult to convert those cases into responding cases, and increasing more difficult
to impute missing units (US Census Bureau 2017b; National Research Council 2002;
2004).
59. This problem has been documented to be worse in Latino and immigrant communities
where the Census admits the undercount is problematic, and that their efforts at NRFU and
imputation have errors (Ericksen and Defonso 1993; O’Hare et al. 2016). One primary
reason is that issues related to trust of government officials significantly hampers the
NRFU process, and in 2020 the citizenship question will greatly exacerbate issues of trust
in immigrant communities (See section below “Perceptions of Trust and Confidentiality”
at paragraph 96). In particular, young children in Latino households have been found to be
regularly undercounted by previous census efforts and that imputation methods do not
appropriately find or count this population. The best assurance for an accurate count is
high response rates on the initial census request for participation, which requires high
degree of trust (O’Hare et al. 2016; Casey Foundation 2018). Previous self-reports by the
Census Bureau are clear: immigrant communities are already at-risk of an undercount
because of lower levels of trust of government officials, and have particular anxiety over
citizenship information being shared. What’s more, these previous census reports have
documented that low self-participation on round one of invitations ultimately leads to an
undercount that no amount of NRFU, administrative-record matching, or imputation can
correct. In 2020, the addition of a citizenship question will only create more problems,
more anxiety in immigrant communities, and less self-participation on round one. With
nearly 17 million people, including 6 million citizen children who live in households with
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at least one person who is an undocumented immigrant, the potential for a massive nonresponse with a new citizenship question in 2020 is enormous (Casey Foundation 2018).
V.

A National Survey to Estimate 2020 Non-Response

60. The second source of information I relied upon to form my opinions was a national survey
of adults. The survey was administered by telephone to 6,309 respondents nationwide from
July 10 – August 10, 2018. Below I outline the validity of survey research in general, and
then discuss the methodology of this survey in particular, and finally conclude by
presenting the survey results.
61. Survey research is a reliable and trusted method in the social sciences. Within social
science research, public opinion and political behavior have been longstanding areas of
significant consequence and interest. The primary reason for using survey research to
study the potential response rate to the Census is simple: if you want to know if the
population will, or will not participate in the Census, just ask them. Early on, “pollsters”
learned that you could learn a great deal about voter attitudes, and possibly even predict
election results through large quantitative surveys of the public. Over the past decades, the
science of public opinion surveys has expanded greatly and great expertise has been
developed in how to accurately sample, construct, implement and analyze survey data
(Lasswell 1941; Alpert 1956; Groves et al. 2009). Survey research has become a hallmark
of social science research, such that at a typical political science academic conference,
more than 500 different research papers using survey data are regularly presented. When
surveys are implemented accurately, results generated from a sample of the population can
be extrapolated to the larger population from which the sample is drawn, given the
appropriate sampling error, or confidence interval that must always be accounted for
(Cassell et al. 1977; Graubard and Korn 1996). Survey research is a standard and widely
accepted practice in social science and government research. The U.S. government
regularly relies on survey methodology exactly like that produced in this expert report, in
their collection of data and statistics, such as, the U.S. Census American Community
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Survey and Current Population Survey, the Bureau of Labor Statistics Unemployment
Survey, and data collected by the National Institute of Health, Department of Defense and
the Internal Revenue Service. In fact the Office of Management and Budget has a division
called the “Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology” which has reviewed best
practices in survey research and recommended random digit dial (“RDD”) as a method to
avoid non-coverage bias because it samples all known telephone numbers (Federal
Committee on Statistical Methodology, 1990). According to Michael Link (2005),
formerly a research scientist for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “For more
than three decades, RDD telephone surveys have been the predominant method for
conducting surveys of the general public.”
62. The most important starting point for sound survey research is to acquire an accurate
sample frame from which to draw the eventual sample of people interviewed. If the sample
is reflective of the larger population, and the survey is administered randomly, without
bias, and with an adequate response rate, the eventual survey results can be considered as
statistically reliable estimate (Scheaffer et al. 2004; Groves 2004). According to Henry
Brady (2000), Professor of Political Science at the University of California, Berkeley,
“Scientific surveys are one of these tools, and they have been widely used in the social
sciences since the 1940s. No other method for understanding politics is used more, and no
other method has so consistently illuminated political science theories with political facts…
They provided the gold standard for measuring citizen opinions… No other social science
method has proven so valuable.”

A. Principal Focus: Estimating 2020 Census Non-Response
63. Specifically, this survey was designed to estimate the non-response rate to the 2020 census
if a new question about citizenship status is included.
64. In designing a survey, researchers must consider three important topics to ensure their
project is of the highest quality and follows social scientific standards. Two of the three
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relate to the design of the survey. First, the population for which inferences will be made
and the method of interacting with that population must be identified. In this case,
inferences will be made about the rates of response and non-response to the 2020 census
among adults nationwide and in certain jurisdications. With this in mind, the most accurate
and efficient way to contact this population should be determined, and the most common
approaches are through the use of (1) random digit dial and (2) household listed samples.
The first approach, RDD, takes the known area codes and pre-fixes for a given geographic
area, and randomly generates the last four digits of phone numbers and calls those numbers
entirely at random. This increases the likelihood that every possible phone number has an
equal chance of being called.
65. A second approach that is also used quite extensively is randomly calling listed household
samples. For example, rather than calling randomly generated phone numbers which may
not even exist, a listed sample starts with the known universe of actual phone numbers for
either landline or cell phone subscribers that currently reside in a specific geographic area,
or nationally. Listed samples are especially useful if researchers are interested in drilling
down into a particular sub-group within the population, such as racial or ethnic minorities,
or registered voters. Sample vendors can sell a listed sample of all households in a
particular area, or they can provide sample records for just Hispanic households. Likewise,
sample vendors sell lists of known cell phone/wireless phone numbers for particular
geographic areas, and those can then be randomly dialed as part of a survey. One of the
advantages of using a survey firm with extensive experience purchasing lists is that they
are able to secure these lists from the most reputable vendors available. This includes being
able to secure cell-phone users who may have cell-phone numbers from outside the
geographic area, or new cell numbers, or those from non-contract plans, all of which were
included here.
66. For this particular survey, three sample components are part of the overall project. First,
a random sample of 3,002 adults selected nationwide representative of the full
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demographics of the United States. This initial sample of 3,002 adults provides the power
to analyze internal variation within the overall population and compare across different
subgroups or across states. Second, in order to reach a more reliable sample in certain
subgroups or states, we fielded random samples for California (n=1,000), the city of San
Jose (n=509), Cameron and Hidalgo Counties in Texas (n=801), and finally a national
sample of Latino adults (n=997). These robust samples provide the ability to explore
variation within each population as needed, as well as ensures that the margin of errors
associated with our results are well within accepted levels. In all instances, the survey
reached adults in landline and cell-phone-only households. Sample sizes and
configurations are explained in more detail below (see also, table 2).

67. Table 2: Composition of sample segments by phone type

National
California
Cameron County, Texas
Hidalgo County, Texas
San Jose, California
Latino (national)
Total

Landline
1,500
500
200
200
255
591
3,246

Cell
1,502
500
201
200
254
406
3,063

68. The second area of importance is the design and construction of the survey questionnaire
itself. In designing a questionnaire, researchers should follow best practices established by
existing social science research, and groups such as the American Association of Public
Opinion Research (AAPOR). It is important that questions are direct, objective, and
neutral, and not meant to lead respondents to give one particular answer over another and
respondents should have an appropriate range of available answer choices. With modern
survey technology, questionnaires should always be programmed to rotate question
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wording, randomize answer choices, rotate options forward-to-back and more, to ensure
that no priming takes place whereby respondents lean towards one type of answer because
it is always read as the first option. For example, if the survey always led with the negative
option for a question assessing approval of the President – strongly disapprove –
researchers might end up with an over-estimation of respondents who pick strongly
disapprove because they hear that first. Not only is randomization important in selecting
respondents, but within the survey randomization should be a priority when it appropriately
helps avoid introducing any type of response bias. For this project, we strictly followed the
best social science practices for designing and implementing a survey.
69. The full questionnaire is included as an appendix to this document (Appendix B) so that
readers can see that all of these criteria were followed when designing and implementing
this survey. In this instance, the survey questionnaire contained four main sections: first,
the screening questions to establish eligibility to participate in the study; second, questions
focusing specifically on intended participation in the Census; third, questions aimed at
understanding the degree of trust in the Census; and fourth demographic indicators of the
sample.
70. The third topic area to ensure high quality survey data is the actual implementation and
execution of the survey by a well-established and reputable market research firm. This is
the focus of the next section.
71. Once the survey has been designed according to the accepted norms and standards in
scientific survey research, the next important step is implementation. In executing the
survey, all possible respondents must have an equal chance to respond, participate, and be
included. For example, if potential respondents were only called at home at 1:00pm in the
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afternoon on Fridays, a huge percentage of the potential respondents would never be home
to answer the phone in the first place. This would result in a sample that would be different
from the overall population of the U.S., many of whom would not be able to participate in
the study because they were at work during the call time. Instead, researchers should take
an approach that gives each potential respondent an equal opportunity to be included in the
survey.
72. The actual phone calls and implementation of the survey was handled by Pacific Market
Research (PMR), a market research firm in Renton, Washington. This is a highly reputable
survey firm that has implemented many surveys for applied, legal, and academic research7
including surveys implementing similar designs as that used here for the purposes of
exploring differences in public opinion and voting behavior. Further, Pacific Market
Research implemented similar surveys to understand public response to changes in voter
ID laws in Texas, North Dakota, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin and in those cases, both state
and Federal courts found the data to be reliable and consistent with accepted social science
practices.
73. In this project, two sampling approaches were used to answer questions about Census nonparticipation in 2020. First, PMR implemented a random digit dial to land lines and cell
phones, nationwide to produce an overall sample of 3,002 adults across the U.S. Numbers
were randomly generated, and then randomly selected phone numbers were dialed. For the
targeted samples, PMR procured a listed sample of adults in each of the subgroup areas
and then randomly selected phone numbers were dialed to both landlines and cell phones

7

Pacific Market Research has implemented surveys for the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. Department of
Defense, to study juror pool knowledge of pending cases, to study public opinion and voter participation among
Whites, Hispanics, Blacks, and Asian Americans, and proprietary market research for firms such as
Microsoft, AT&T, and T-Mobile.
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(see table 2). Including a large cell-phone sample ensures that the data can speak to all
aspects of the population. In all cases, calls were made from 4pm – 9pm in the local time
zone, Monday through Friday, and 12pm – 8pm in the local time zone, Saturday and
Sunday, beginning on July 13, 2018, and continuing until August 16, 2018. Landline
numbers were auto-dialed and wireless numbers were manually dialed. If a respondent
completed the survey, or completely refused to participate they were taken off the call list.
Otherwise, phone numbers were dialed and re-dialed up to five times to avoid non-response
bias that may result from only making one or two attempts per number. A full analysis of
the data indicates that non-response bias did not present any problems in this study, given
that up to five call-back attempts were used, and did yield hard to reach respondents. Phone
numbers were “released” in small batches and dialed until all numbers were exhausted, and
then a second batch was made available, and so on.
74. Respondents had the choice of completing the interview in English, Spanish, Mandarin,
Korean, or Vietnamese. Making the survey available in multiple languages is critical, as
many Latino and Asian American respondents may prefer to take surveys in Spanish or an
Asian language, even if they are able to do so in English, because they feel more
comfortable and capable in their primary language. This ensures that the responses
provided by respondents are accurate and not biased by communication issues related to
language effects.
75. Overall, PMR reported a Response Rate-3 of 28.1 percent and a Cooperation Rate-3 of
41.5 percent, calculated as per the American Association of Public Opinion Research
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(AAPOR) guidelines.8 In the field of survey research, response rates between 20 and 30
percent are considered to be accurate and in an accepted range, and this project falls within
that range (Keeter et al. 2006).
B. Results: Rates of Non-Response
76. After collecting the data for the main sample, and the targeted oversamples, underlying
demographic characteristics of the respective samples were examined and compared to the
known universe estimates for each geographic or area of interest from the 2016 U.S.
Census, American Community Survey. Where any discrepancies occurred, a weighting
algorithm called raking ratio estimation was applied to balance the sample, so that the final
samples tabulated for the analysis were consistent with the U.S. Census estimates for the
nation, or each targeted sample (Battaglia et al. 2004). For example, it is well known in
survey research that younger people, say under 25 years old, are harder to reach than older
people who are over age 65. If 8% of survey respondents are 18-24 years old, but census
data tells us they are actually 14% of the national population, then each young person needs
to be “weighted up” so that collectively they represent 14% of the sample. Overall, the
discrepancies between the collected data and the Census population estimates were quite
small and the resulting weights that were employed were also quite small. Still, by
weighting the data to known ACS demographics for each group, or for the nation at large,
we can ensure that the results are reflective of the complete adult population. This helps to
ensure that the sample generated for the report is reflective of the overall population, and
consequently, that the inferences made regarding response and non-response rates to the

8

Response rate and cooperation rate are defined by AAPOR on their website. For more on AAPOR guidelines:
http://www.aapor.org/Response_Rates_An_Overview1.htm. The response rate refers to percent of individuals who
agreed to take the survey out of the overall number of cases in the sample. In contrast, the cooperation rate refers the
percent of individuals who agreed to take the survey out of the overall number of individuals reached by researchers.
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2020 census are reflective of that target population as well. Weighting of survey data is a
very common and accepted approach in social science research, especially when inferences
are made to the larger population. (Lee and Forthofer 2006).
C. Results: Rates of Non-Response
77. We asked respondents a series of three questions related to participation in the decennial
census that we use to form the basis of the non-response rate estimates. First, respondents
were asked if they planned to participate in the Census, describing a census questionnaire
similar to 2010 which did not include a question about citizenship status.

Next,

respondents were asked if they planned to participate in the Census, describing a census
similar to the one planned for 2020 which does include a question about citizenship status.
Thus, for every single respondent we can provide an estimate of what percentage would
participate in a census without a citizenship status question, but would not participate if a
citizenship status question were included. Any individual who said “yes” to question 1
participation, but then changed their answer and no longer said “yes” at question 2 when
describing the 2020 census with a citizenship question is counted as a non-respondent. We
report this number as our estimated non-response, or “drop-off” rate.
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78. Overall the survey reports a nationally representative non-response rate of 7.14% from
people who stated “yes” to question 1, but stated “no” or refused to answer question 2. The
result is a statistically significant drop-off rate at the 99.9% confidence level.9 This
includes the full sample of 6,309 respondents weighted to the national portrait of American
adults.
79. Next, after asking some other questions about trust and household composition, we
concluded the survey by asking respondents for a third time if they planned to participate
in the Census, after giving them assurances about Census confidentiality. This third
attempt to ask about response was formulated as a split sample question wording
experiment with half of the respondents randomly assigned to a question where they were
told there would not be a question about citizenship status in 2020, and the other half

9

While we have the most confidence in the point estimate in the middle of the distribution, which is 7.14%, all
estimates have a lower and upper bound within their confidence interval. In this case the lower bound of 6.31% and
the upper bound is 7.97% as reported in Table 3.
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randomly assigned to a question where they were told there would be a question about
citizenship status in 2020. This mode of split-sample questioning allows us to directly
compare how the addition of the citizenship question could impact non-response rates in
2020.
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80. Before analyzing the responses to question 7 and question 8 side-by-side I began my
analysis with a comparison between question 1 and question 8, similar to our analysis of
question 1 versus question 2. Here we can assess how people who planned to participate
in the Census without a citizenship question evaluate the 2020 census with a citizenship
question after hearing assurances that the government will keep the information
confidential. Overall, 9.7% of respondents who had planned to participate as part of
question 1 would drop-off and not participate in response to question 8, a difference that is
statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level.10
81. In addition, we can use the split sample items to experimentally test if there is a statistically
significant difference in response rate by question 7 (without citizenship) or question 8
(with citizenship). Split sample experiments are often used in the social sciences to
“control” an environment and conduct statistical tests if response attitudes or behaviors
change in one condition or another, holding all other variables constant. In this case, the
results indicate that the addition of a citizenship question has a negative effect on
participation and the difference is statistically significant at the 95.7% confidence level
using a one-tailed test.11

D. Results by Subgroups
82. Next we breakout the national results by different racial and ethnic groups. Latinos will
have the highest estimated drop-off if a citizenship question is added to the census, at
14.1%. Further, Latinos are estimated to drop-off at 8.16 points more than all non-Latinos,
a difference that is statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level.
10

The second measure of drop-off between question 1 and question 8 has an estimate of 9.7% drop-off with a lower
bound of 8.30% and an upper bound of 11.09% (See Table 4)
11
Here, we are testing the one-directional hypothesis that the addition of the citizenship question will lead to a lower
response rate than a census questionnaire without a citizenship question, thus a one-tailed test is appropriate, and in
fact question 8 reveals a statistically significant decline in participation as compared to question 7.
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83. Table 3: Estimated non-response (drop-off) rate due to 2020 Citizenship question
Results by Race, drop off from Q1 to Q212

84. The same trend exists with respect to measuring drop-off between question 1 and question
8, when additional assurances are given about Census confidentiality, as well as a reminder
that the government plans to include a citizenship status question. Latinos have the highest
rate of drop-off at 16.6%, and the difference from non-Latinos of 8.09 points is statistically
significant at the 99.9% confidence level.
85. Table 4: Estimated non-response (drop-off) rate due to 2020 Citizenship question
Results by Race, drop off from Q1 to Q8

12

Table 3 reports the estimated non-response, or drop-off rate for the national sample as a whole, as well as by
individual racial/ethnic/immigrant groups in the survey. The first column reports the expected non-response rate
(Estimate) and the next two columns report the lower and upper confidence bounds of the estimate. Finally, we
report the standard error (S.E.) and degree of statistical significance (Sig). Table 4 reports the same information.
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86. The non-response to the 2020 census will be amplified by the fact that non-responders have
larger household sizes. Overall, it is estimated that between 28.7 million and 35.6 million
persons will not participate and will not voluntarily be counted in the 2020 census as a
direct result of the citizenship status question (Tables 5-6). Household size was calculated
from the Census Bureau Current Population Survey and American Community Survey for
2016.

87. Table 5: Estimated number of non-respondents by race and household size Q1-Q2
National
Latinos
US Born
Foreign
AAPI
US Born
Foreign
Black
White
Other

Estimate
7.14
14.11
14.44
13.71
6.44
7.70
6.03
7.57
5.54
8.53

HH size
3.20
4.31
4.09
4.59
4.06
4.34
3.94
2.59
2.64
3.43

Total HH
125,819,000
16,667,000
7,266,812
9,400,188
6,328,000
1,075,760
5,252,240
16,539,000
84,445,000
1,840,000

Total impacted
28,744,589
10,137,330
4,291,747
5,914,973
1,653,563
359,569
1,248,574
3,244,772
12,353,687
538,316

88. Table 6: Estimated number of non-respondents by race and household size Q1-Q8
National
Latinos
US Born
Foreign
AAPI
US Born
Foreign
Black
White
Other

Estimate
9.697
16.59
17.80
14.95
15.50
10.77
17.56
11.95
7.38
10.87

HH size
2.92
4.04
3.85
4.36
3.43
4.34
3.94
2.37
2.41
3.71

Total HH
125,819,000
16,667,000
7,266,812
9,400,188
6,328,000
1,075,760
5,252,240
16,539,000
84,445,000
1,840,000

Total impacted
35,627,311
11,169,187
4,981,292
6,127,304
3,365,260
502,900
3,633,347
4,682,517
15,025,243
741,898
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E. Simulated Follow-Up
89. Next, it is possible to simulate what a possible non-response follow-up might look like and
whether or not the Census Bureau will be able to secure its goal of complete participation
by comparing how respondents to the survey answered either question 7 or question 8
which serve as a simulated re-contact effort. We focus here on those respondents who
reported that they will not participate in the 2020 census as a result of the citizenship
question, but they had planned to participate in the 2020 census without a citizenship
question (“Non-Responders” are those who change from yes on Q1 to not-yes on Q2).
There are the respondents who answered “yes” to question 1, but changed and did not
answer yes to question 2. As reported above, this represents 7.14% of the adult population
nationally. But all respondents were asked again if they would participate in the Census,
essentially a re-contact effort, at either question 7 or question 8. In addition, we added an
extra assurance of confidentiality stating “and the government provides assurances that
your information will be kept confidential and ONLY used for purposes of counting the
total population and nothing more,” which the Census has reported they plan to do (Abowd
30(b)(6) Deposition 2018). Therefore, comparing how previous non-responders react
when asked again to participate allows us to assess whether respondents will become
trusting of the Census and eventually participate, or if they remain non-responders.

90. Table 7: Percent of Non-Responders Who Change to Responders at Q7 / Q8
Total
Q8 Yes – with
citizenship
45.2
Q7 Yes – without
citizenship
84.3
Difference
-39.1

White

Latino

Black

AAPI

Other

49.5

38.9

62.2

0.2

17.2

89.3
-39.7

80.1
-41.2

78.6
-16.5

53.3
-53.1

94.9
-77.7

91. As the results in Table 7 make clear, a majority of those who initially refuse to participate
in the 2020 census because of the citizenship status question, remain opposed to
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participating in the Census upon re-contact and learning more information. As explained
below, this is primarily due to low levels of trust in the Trump administration to keep the
information confidential and high levels of concern that personal information about
citizenship status will be shared with immigration authorities. Even after providing
respondents with assurances that the government was required to keep their information
confidential, a majority of respondents would not agree to participate in the 2020 census
with a citizenship question. However, as compared to question 7, which stated there would
be no such citizenship question, a significantly higher share of people changed their mind
and said they would agree to participate, fully 84%. This is more direct evidence that the
citizenship question will not only create non-response problems in the first place, but it will
hamper re-contact efforts leading to a significant undercount.
92. While the question 7 and question follow-up are not exactly the same as NRFU, they are a
very good proxy for a number of reasons. First, additional assurance of confidentiality and
privacy were provided at two instances following the initial questions regarding census
participation. This was done at question 3 and then again as part of both questions 7 and
8. Second, they mimic an attempt at re-contact in the real world in a condensed telephone
interview setting, by allowing some time to pass, and then asking the same subjects their
willingness to participate a second or third time. Finally, the split sample nature of question
7 versus question 8 demonstrates the most important outcome, that re-contact success will
be statistically much lower in the face of a citizenship question, as opposed to requests
without a citizenship question.
93. The failure of re-contact is more noticeable among Latino, Asian American, and foreign
born respondents. Among Latinos, just 38.9% of previous non-responders say they would
change and become responders. Among foreign born, just 33.4% say they would change
and become responders. And among Asian Americans who did not respond at question 2,
less than 1% say they would respond upon re-contact.
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94. The results in Table 7 also provide further evidence that the social and political context of
fear or mistrust in immigrant communities does not mean the Census is doomed to failure
regardless of whether a citizenship question is included. Instead, this context directly
interacts with the inclusion of a new citizenship question which causes people to withdraw.
As we see in the follow-up questions 7 and 8, by emphasizing there would not be a
citizenship question, 84% of prior non-responders change their mind and agree to
participate. However, when the citizenship question is included, only 45% changed their
mind and agreed. This 39-point difference is clear evidence that the citizenship question
in particular will push away respondents from participating in 2020.
F. Perceptions of Trust and Confidentiality
95. As described earlier in this report, the existing literature is quite clear that trust and
confidence are critical to getting a high response rate, successful follow-up contact, and an
accurate survey.

If respondents do not trust the survey to protect their personal

information, especially when it comes to sensitive questions, the survey will suffer greatly
from non-response. To assess whether or not respondents trusted the Census we asked two
questions about their expectations of privacy and their degree of concern over information
being shared with immigration authorities specifically. The first item is represented in
question 3 on the survey:
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96. Question 3 makes it very clear to the respondents that the Census Bureau cannot disclose,
share, release, or make public any personal information they collect as part of the Census
survey. While this might be the law, in terms of gaining public trust, perception is more
important than anything. Overall, only 42% of survey respondents say they trust the Trump
administration to protect their personal information, including the citizenship status of
people in their household. Instead, 43.4% say they do not trust them and believe they will
share the information and additional 14.6% say they don’t know. The levels of trust are
lowest among Latinos (31.1%) and immigrants (35%).

97. Table 8: Trust the Trump administration to protect your personal information,
including citizenship status on the 2020 Census
Trust them to protect
I think they will share
Don't know
It depends
Refused to answer

Total
42.0
43.4
11.5
1.8
1.3

White
48.2
38.9
9.9
1.7
1.2

Latino
31.1
47.3
16.9
2.5
2.1

Black
23.4
63.9
10.4
1.6
0.7

AAPI
40.8
39.1
17.0
1.3
1.9

Other
45.6
41.3
11.1
1.0
1.0

98. However, the more critical constituency to evaluate is people who said they will not agree
to participate in the 2020 census due to the citizenship question. If non-responders have
low levels of trust it confirms the existing published research on survey response rates and
participation in light of sensitive questions, and further it gives us very strong evidence that
these non-responders will not change their mind and suddenly agree to respond. As
demonstrated in Table 9 below, only 12.9% of non-responders (Q1-Q2) say they trust the
Trump administration to keep their information private and 78.9% think their information,
including citizenship status will be shared. What is more, if we just focus in on the people
who said “no” once again on question 8, the simulated re-contact effort, 0.6% said they
trust the Trump administration to protect their Census information and 98.8% said they do
not trust them.

In light of these low levels of trust and confidence in the Trump
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administration to keep their personal information, especially related to citizenship status
confidential and private, it is clear that the census will have a significant problem with trust
in the face of a new citizenship status question.
99. Table 9: Trust among non-responders
NonResponder
12.9
78.9
6.0
0.8
1.3

Trust them to protect
I think they will share
Don't know
It depends
Refused to answer

No on
Q8
0.6
98.7
0.4
0.0
0.3

100. The survey contained a second question that gets to the notion of trust, specifically asking
if people were concerned that their answers to the citizenship status question would be
shared with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Overall, among people who
state they won’t respond to the 2020 census (Q1-Q2), a clear majority of 64.4% say they
are concerned that their answers to the citizenship question will be shared with ICE. The
degree of concern was highest among immigrants and Latinos.

101. Table 10: Degree of Concern about Citizenship Being Shared with ICE
among Non-responders (Q1-Q2)

Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not too concerned
Not at all concerned
Refused to answer
Total concerned

Total
47.9
16.6
10.3
23.5
1.8
64.4

White
58.2
6.6
6.8
26.8
1.7
64.8

Latino
43.7
26.2
8.5
19.8
1.9
69.9

Black
22.0
17.4
40.1
20.5
0.0
39.4

AAPI
16.8
83.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
99.9

Other
31.1
17.8
0.0
40.6
10.6
48.8

Foreign
born
42.8
35.7
5.9
12.0
3.5
78.5
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G. How response rates might change as respondents learn more about the census
102. We can also assess how many new or additional people change their mind and become
non-responders after they have thought a bit more about the 2020 census. As more
information becomes available, including the outreach that the federal government and
Trump administration are doing on behalf of the 2020 census, the general public will start
to learn more, and think more about exactly what is at stake with the 2020 census. As the
tables above indicate, there is considerable distrust and concern that the Trump
administration will share their personal information with other agencies and not keep that
information private. Through the passage of time, the public may start to think more about
the citizenship question. So even if the Census is able to convert some of the initial nonresponders into participants, other people who initially planned to participate may change
their mind and now opt out as they become concerned, anxious, or nervous about the
citizenship question. In Table 11 below we report these results.
103. Table 11: Additional non-response after passage of time and more information
Q1 to Q2 decision

Q8 = Yes

Will
Respond
(Q1=Yes;
Q2=Yes)
a)
2,490

Won’t
Respond
(Q1=Yes;
Q2≠Yes)
b)
84

87.4%

3.0%

c)

Q8 = Not Yes
Total

Total
2,575

d)

175

102

6.1%

3.6%

2,665

186

276
2,851
100.0%

104. Using both the raw counts of survey respondents, as well as the overall cell percentages,
the data in Table 11 is very discouraging for efforts to re-contact. Overall, 84 respondents,
or 3.0% of the entire sample (quadrant b) converts to becoming responders upon re-contact.
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However, among the people who were initially planning to respond, an even larger share,
175 respondents or 6.1% of the sample (quadrant c) changed their mind and became nonresponders. Thus, as the respondents learned even more about the 2020 census, even with
assurances of confidentiality, the net result is that a larger non-response or drop-off is likely
to occur. The conclusion to be drawn is that as people hear and learn more about the 2020
census and the citizenship status question, it makes it more difficult to get an accurate
count, and more people will become non-responders. The survey reported here has
instructed respondents that the Census must maintain confidentiality, that it is against the
law to share information, and that their information will be kept private – all outreach
activities the Census Bureau claims they will be doing. Yet despite these assurances, we
still report a statistically significant drop-off rate, and one that grows larger as the survey
respondents hear more and learn more about the Census. Simply put, large percentages of
respondents do not believe the Trump administration will protect their information or keep
it private when it comes to a question about citizenship status, and this will result in
millions of people opting out of the 2020 census and not being counted. No amount of
follow-up, re-contact, or imputation can correct for this non-response bias.
105. Table 12: Additional non-response after passage of time and more information
among foreign born respondents
Q1 to Q2 decision

Q8 = Yes

Will
Respond
(Q1=Yes;
Q2=Yes)
a)
609

Won’t
Respond
(Q1=Yes;
Q2≠Yes)
b)
25

78.9%

3.3%

c)

Q8 = Not Yes
Total

Total
634

d)

87

50

11.2%

6.5%

696

75

137
771
100.0%
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106. Among foreign born respondents, the possibility of additional drop-off at re-contact or
as respondents learn and think more about the Census is even greater. When we asked
again about taking the 2020 census with a citizenship question, providing additional
assurances of confidentiality, only 25 foreign born respondents changed their mind and
agreed to participate, representing 3.3% of the overall foreign born sample (quadrant b).
However, among those who said they had originally planned to participate in the 2020
census, 87 total respondents, or 11.2% of the overall sample (quadrant c) said they now
planned to NOT participate – more than three times more people were lost than were
converted at re-contact.
107. A final point of concern is that the households which remain non-responders are larger
in size and not directly comparable to the households that might change their stance and
eventually respond. Overall, the respondents in our survey who changed and said they
would respond had an average household size of 3.26 versus those who will not be
persuaded by re-contact had an average household size of 3.48.

H. Conclusion
108. This report has considered the impact that adding citizenship status question will have on
the overall response rate to the 2020 census, and importantly, how this might affect the
accuracy of the overall population count.

I have relied on two primary sources of

information to form my opinion. The first was a review of the relevant literature on survey
research, census research, sensitive questions, and research on imputation. The second was
an original national survey of 6,309 respondents to assess how people will participate in
the 2020 census given the addition of a citizenship question. Finally, I have relied upon my
own experience as a social scientist who regularly conducts and reviews survey research
as part of academic research engagements. In section 3 above, I have offered an executive
summary of my findings and here I further summarize those to three key conclusions.
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109. First, the extant literature on survey research suggests that adding a highly sensitive, and
untested question on citizenship status to the 2020 census will result in heightened rates of
non-response. This is particularly the case because the current social and political context
in the United States surrounding immigration enforcement and concerns in the immigrant
community about revealing personal information that could result in significant harm –
namely deportation and the separation of families – if they participate in the Census and
report their citizenship status.
110. Second, the extant literature on Non-Response Follow-Up (NRFU) and methods of
imputation both conclude that neither approach is likely to be successful in 2020, given the
higher rates of non-response in the first place, and the non-random patterns of nonresponse. When large percentages of households are missing and do not report any
information to the Census, and the missing households are not completely at random,
NRFU and imputation are not reliable.
111. Third, the survey data shows clear and statistically significant evidence that the
citizenship status question will result in high rates of non-response in 2020, and that
immigrant and Latino communities will be disproportionately undercounted and
disadvantaged.
112. My compensation in this case is $300 per hour. After reviewing defendants report(s), I
plan to offer rebuttal opinions as requested by plaintiffs.

Executed on September 7, 2018 at Agoura Hills, CA.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

__________________________________
Matthew A. Barreto
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Other Materials Considered
I considered the Administrative Record and other materials produced by the Commerce
Department and Census Bureau in this lawsuit; the authorities cited in this report; and the
deposition testimony of Dr. Ron Jarmin on August 20, 2018.
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Appendix A:
Auxiliary Tables of Results
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Appendix B: Census 2020 Telephone Survey Instrument
Scr1. Hello, my name is _____________. This is not a sales call. I am calling on behalf of Pacific Market
Research, as part of an academic research project. We are conducting a short public opinion survey
about important issues in the state of [INSERT STATE]. This survey is completely anonymous and
confidential.
Scr2. Record language of survey
Spanish .......................................................................... 1
English ........................................................................... 2
Chinese .......................................................................... 3
Korean ........................................................................... 4
Vietnamese .................................................................... 5

Scr3.

Thank you for your time. All of your answers are completely confidential and anonymous. Please
answer every question as truthfully as possible, this is no right or wrong answer, we just want to
hear from you.
Okay, are you currently age 18 or over?
Yes, 18 or over ............................................................... 1
Not, under age 18 .......................................................... 2

Scr4.

[IF SCR3=UNDER 18] Is there someone 18 or older in the household who can take this survey?
Yes / HAND-OFF CALL .................................................... 1
Yes / ARRANGE CALL-BACK ............................................ 2
No .................................................................................. 3

Scr5.

In order to make sure we have a representative sample of everyone across America, let’s start
with a few basic demographic questions to ensure this study is inclusive of everyone. What do
you consider your race or ethnicity to be? [OPEN END, CODE TO LIST]
[ALLOW MULTIPLE, RECORD ORDER OR MENTION]
White, not-Hispanic ....................................................... 1
Hispanic or Latino .......................................................... 2
Black or African American .............................................. 3
Asian American .............................................................. 4
Middle Eastern or Arab .................................................. 5
American Indian/Native American................................. 6
Other [SPECIFY].............................................................. 7
Scr5B. [IF SCR3=OTHER] SPECIFY ____________________

Scr6.

What is your current state of residence?
Drop down with all 50 states + DC
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Scr7.

[IF HIDALGO/CAMERON SAMPLE]. In what county do you live here in Texas?
Cameron County ............................................................ 1
Hidalgo County .............................................................. 2
Other County in TX [TERM] ............................................ 3

Scr8.

And finally, can you verify your 5-digit zip code? __ __ __ __ __

MAIN SURVEY
1. The Census is an official population count that is conducted every 10 years by the federal
government. It requires all households to list the name, age, and race or ethnicity of every person
living in the home and provide that information to the Census Bureau either online, by mail, or inperson with a census taker. The Census is required to keep this information confidential, and
every single household in the country is required to participate.
In March 2020 you will receive an invitation from the U.S. Census to fill out the census form. Do
you plan to participate and submit your household information?
Yes, will participate ........................................................ 1
No, will NOT participate................................................. 2
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
2. In 2020, the federal government is adding a new question to require you to list whether you,
and every person in your household is a U.S. citizen, or not a citizen. With the addition of a
citizenship question, will you participate and submit your household information, or not?
Yes, will participate ........................................................ 1
No, will NOT participate................................................. 2
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
3. It is against the law for the Census Bureau to disclose, make public, or share with anyone including
other federal agencies the personal information collected from anyone including their citizenship
status. According to the law, the Census Bureau can only disclose information gathered in the
census for the purpose of producing statistical counts.
Do you trust the Trump administration to protect your personal information, including the
citizenship of you and members of your household, or do you think they will share this
information with other federal agencies?
Trust them to protect my information........................... 1
I think they will share my information ........................... 2
Don’t know (VOL) .......................................................... 3
It depends (VOL) ............................................................ 4
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
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4. Including you, how many total people, children and adults, currently live in your household? ____

5. How many total people age 18 or older live in your household?

____

6. How many total people UNDER the age of 18 live in your household?

____

7. [SPLIT A] Now that you’ve heard a little bit about the 2020 Census let me ask you one final
question about how likely you are to participate. If the government decides in 2020 to NOT
include a question about citizenship status, and instead only asks you to report the race, ethnicity,
age, gender of people living in your household, and the government provides assurances that your
information will be kept confidential and ONLY used for purposes of counting the total population
and nothing more, would you participate and fill out the 2020 Census form, or not?
{Note to interviewer: If respondent says “don’t know” probe: do you think you probably will, or
probably will not participate?”}
Yes, will participate ........................................................ 1
No, will NOT participate................................................. 2
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
8. [SPLIT B] Now that you’ve heard a little bit about the 2020 Census let me ask you one final
question about how likely you are to participate. If the government decides in 2020 to include a
question about citizenship status, and asks you to report the race, ethnicity, age, gender and
citizenship status of people living in your household, and the government provides assurances
that your information will be kept confidential and ONLY used for purposes of counting the total
population and nothing more, would you participate and fill out the 2020 Census form, or not?
{Note to interviewer: If respondent says “don’t know” probe: do you think you probably will, or
probably will not participate?”}

Yes, will participate ........................................................ 1
No, will NOT participate................................................. 2
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
9. [IF RESPONDENT WAS ASSIGNED TO SPLIT A IN QUESTION #7] But let’s suppose the federal
government does put the citizenship question on the census survey, which they intend to do. How
concerned, or not concerned are you that census answers about the citizenship status of you or
your family could be shared with Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Very concerned .............................................................. 1
Somewhat concerned .................................................... 2
Not too concerned ......................................................... 3
Not at all concerned ...................................................... 4
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
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Okay, just a few final demographic questions to ensure that we have an accurate and representative
sample of all Americans. All questions on this survey are completely anonymous and confidential, but
important to make sure the research is accurate. Thank you for help.
10. [IF Scr5=Latino] Hispanics and Latinos have their roots in many different countries in Latin
America. To what country do you or your family trace your ancestry? [OPEN-ENDED WITH LIST OF
ALL COUNTRIES]
Argentina ............................... 1
Bolivia .................................... 2
Chile ....................................... 3
Colombia ................................ 4
Costa Rica............................... 5
Cuba ....................................... 6
Dominican Republic ............... 7
Ecuador .................................. 8
El Salvador ............................. 9
Guatemala ............................. 10
Honduras ............................... 11
Mexico ................................... 12
Nicaragua ............................... 13
Panama .................................. 14
Paraguay ................................ 15
Peru ....................................... 16
Puerto Rico ............................ 17
Uruguay ................................. 18
Venezuela .............................. 19
Spain / Spanish....................... 20
United States / America ......... 21
Other country ........................ 22
Don’t know ............................ 88

11b. [IF Q10 = 20 – 88] Do you consider any part of your family ancestry to be of Mexican, or
Mexican-American descent?
Yes, Mexican or Mexican-American ............................... 1
No .................................................................................. 2
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11. [IF Scr5=Asian] Asian Americans have their roots in many different countries in Asia. To what
country do you or your family trace your ancestry? [OPEN-ENDED WITH LIST OF ALL COUNTRIES]
China ........................................................................... 1
Taiwan.......................................................................... 2
India............................................................................. 3
Korea............................................................................ 4
The Philippines.............................................................. 5
Vietnam........................................................................ 6
Japan............................................................................. 7
Pakistan......................................................................... 8
Thailand......................................................................... 9
Iran…….........................................................................10
Bangladesh...................................................................11
Laos..............................................................................12
Cambodia.....................................................................13
Other: SPECIFY..............................................................14
12. Were you born in the United States, [IF Latino “on the island of Puerto Rico,”] or in another
country?
United States ................................................................. 1
Puerto Rico .................................................................... 2
Other Country ................................................................ 3
13. [IF Q12=1]. How about your parents, were they born in the United States, [IF LATINO “in Puerto
Rico,”] or in another country?
Both parents born in U.S................................................ 1
Both parents born in another country ........................... 2
Both parents born in Puerto Rico .................................. 3
1 parent born in U.S. & 1 parent born abroad ............... 4
Don’t know .................................................................. 88
14. What is the highest level of education you completed?
Grades 1 - 8.................................................................... 1
Some High School .......................................................... 2
High School graduate ..................................................... 3
Some college / technical school ..................................... 4
College graduate ............................................................ 5
Post-graduate degree .................................................... 6
15. In what year were you born?

__ __ __ __
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16. What was your total combined household income in 2017 before taxes? This question is
completely confidential and just used to help classify the responses, but it is very important for
our research.
Less than $20,000 ............................... 1
$20,000 to $29,999 ............................. 2
$30,000 to $39,999 ............................. 3
$40,000 to $49,999 ............................. 4
$50,000 to $59,999 ............................. 5
$60,000 to $69,999 ............................. 6
$70,000 to $79,999 ............................. 7
$80,000 to $89,999 ............................. 8
$90,000 to $99,999 ............................. 9
$100,000 to $149,999 ......................... 10
$150,000 to $199,999 ......................... 11
More than $200,000 ........................... 12
Don’t know ......................................... 88
Refused to answer (VOL)……………………99
17. Which best describes your current status?
Single ............................................................................. 1
Not married, but living with partner .............................. 2
Married .......................................................................... 3
Widowed ....................................................................... 4
Separated or divorced ................................................... 5
Something else .............................................................. 6
Refused to answer (VOL) ............................................. 99
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UC Regents pre-dissertation fellowship, University of California, Irvine,

$4,700 – 3 months

2003 – 2004

Thomas and Dorothy Leavey Foundation Grant [with Fernando Guerra]
Awarded to the Center for the Study of Los Angeles

$20,000 – 12 months

2002 – 2003

Ford Foundation Grant on Institutional Inequality [with Harry Pachon]
Conducted longitudinal study of Prop 209 on Latino and Black college admittance
Awarded to Tomás Rivera Policy Institute

$150,000 – 12 months

2002 – 2003

Haynes Foundation Grant on Economic Development [with Louis Tornatzky]
Knowledge Economy in the Inland Empire region of Southern California
Awarded to Tomás Rivera Policy Institute

$150,000 – 18 months

2001 – 2002

William F Podlich Graduate Fellowship, Center for the Study of Democracy,
University of California, Irvine

$24,000 – 9 months

$40,000 – 6 months
$750,000 – 24 months
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RESEARCH UNDER REVIEW/WORKING PAPERS:
Barreto, Matt, and Christopher Parker. The Great White Hope: Donald Trump, Race, and the Crisis of American Politics.
Under Contract, University of Chicago Press, expected 2019
Barreto, Matt, Loren Collingwood, Sergio Garcia-Rios and Kassra Oskooii. “Estimating Candidate Support: Comparing Iterative
EI and EI-RxC Methods” Revise and Resubmit
Barreto, Matt and Christopher Parker. “The Great White Hope: Existential Threat and Demographic Anxiety in the Age of
Trump.” Revise and Resubmit.
Barreto, Matt, Natalie Masuoka, Gabe Sanchez and Stephen El-Khatib. “Religiosity, Discrimination and Group Identity Among
Muslim Americans” Revise and Resubmit
Barreto, Matt, Gabe Sanchez and Barbara Gomez. “Latinos, Blacks, and Black Latinos: Competition, Cooperation, or
Indifference?” Revise and Resubmit
Chouhoud, Youssef, Karam Dana, and Matt Barreto. “American Muslim Political Participation: A Comprehensive Demographic
Analysis Politics and Religion” Revise and Resubmit.
Barreto, Matt, Stephen Nuño, Gabriel Sanchez, and Hannah Walker. “Race, Class and Barriers to Voting in the 21 st Century: The
Unequal Impact of Voter ID Laws.” Revise and Resubmit
Walker, Hannah, Matt Barreto, Stephen Nuño, and Gabriel Sanchez. “A comprehensive review of access to valid photo ID and the
right to vote in America” [Under review]
Gutierrez, Angela, Angela Ocampo, Matt Barreto and Gary Segura. “From Proposition 187 to Donald Trump: New Evidence that
Anti-Immigrant Threat Mobilizes Latino Voters.” [Under Review]
Collins, Jonathan, Matt Barreto, Gregory Leslie and Tye Rush. “Racial Efficacy and Voter Enthusiasm Among African Americans
Post-Obama” [Under Review]
Oskooii, Kassra, Matt Barreto, and Karam Dana. “No Sharia, No Mosque: Orientalist Notions of Islam and Intolerance Toward
Muslims in the United States” [Under Review]
Barreto, Matt, David Redlawsk and Caroline Tolbert. “Framing Barack Obama: Muslim, Christian or Black?”
[Working paper]
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EXPERT DEPOSITION OR TESTIMONY, LAST 4 YEARS:


Dallas County, TX, 2017, Expert for Defense in Section 2 VRA lawsuit, Harding v. Dallas County



Kansas, 2016, Expert for Plaintiffs in Kansas voter registration lawsuit, Fish v. Kobach 2:16-cv-02105-JAR



North Dakota, 2015, Expert for Plaintiffs in North Dakota voter ID lawsuit, Brakebill v. Jaeger 1:16-cv-00008-CSM



Texas, 2014, Testifying Expert for Plaintiffs in Texas voter ID lawsuit, Veasey v. Perry 2:13-cv-00193
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TEACHING
EXPERIENCE:

UCLA & UW
















Minority Political Behavior (Grad Seminar)
Politics of Immigration in the U.S. (Grad Seminar)
Introduction to Empirical/Regression Analysis (Grad Seminar)
Advanced Empirical/Regression Analysis (Grad Seminar)
Qualitative Research Methods (Grad Seminar)
Political Participation & Elections (Grad Seminar)
The Voting Rights Act (Law School seminar)
Research methodology II (Law School Ph.D. program seminar)
U.S. Latino Politics
Racial and Ethnic Politics in the U.S.
Politics of Immigration in the U.S.
Introduction to American Government
Public Opinion Research
Campaigns and Elections in the U.S.
Presidential Primary Elections

Teaching Assistant
University of California, Irvine




BOARD &
RESEARCH
APPOINTMENTS

2005 – Present

2002 – 2005

Intro to American Politics (K. Tate)
Intro to Minority Politics (L. DeSipio)
Recognized as Outstanding Teaching Assistant, Winter 2002
Statistics and Research Methods (B. Grofman)
Recognized as Outstanding Teaching Assistant, Winter 2003

Founding Partner
Latino Decisions

2007 – Present

Senior Research Fellow
Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount University

2002 – Present

Board of Advisors
American National Election Study, University of Michigan

2010 – Present

Advisory Board
States of Change: Demographics & Democracy Project
CAP, AEI, Brookings Collaborative Project

2014 – Present

Research Advisor
American Values Institute / Perception Institute

2009 – 2014

Expert Consultant
State of California, Citizens Redistricting Committee

2011 – 2012

Senior Scholar & Advisory Council
Latino Policy Coalition, San Francisco, CA

2006 – 2008

Board of Directors
CASA Latina, Seattle, WA

2006 – 2009

Faculty Research Scholar
Tomás Rivera Policy Institute, University of Southern California

1999 – 2009
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PHD STUDENTS

UCLA & UW
Committee Chair or Co-Chair
 Francisco I. Pedraza – University of California, Riverside (UW Ph.D. 2009)
 Loren Collingwood – University of California, Riverside (UW Ph.D. 2012)
 Betsy Cooper – Public Religion Research Institute, Washington DC (UW Ph.D. 2014)
 Sergio I. Garcia-Rios – Cornell University (UW Ph.D. 2015)
 Hannah Walker – Rutgers University (UW Ph.D. 2016)
 Kassra Oskooii – University of Delaware (UW Ph.D. 2016)
 Angela Ocampo – Arizona State University (UCLA Ph.D. 2018)
 Ayobami Laniyonu – University of Toronto (UCLA Ph.D. 2018)
 Adria Tinin – in progress (UCLA ABD)
 Bang Quan Zheng – in progress (UCLA ABD)
 Bryan Wilcox-Archuleta – in progress (UCLA ABD)
 Tyler Reny – in progress (UCLA ABD)
 Angie Gutierrez – in progress (UCLA)
 Shakari Byerly-Nelson – in progress (UCLA)
 Vivien Leung – in progress (UCLA)

Committee Member
 Jessica Stewart – Emory University (UCLA Ph.D. 2018)
 Jonathan Collins – Brown University (UCLA Ph.D., 2017)
 Lisa Sanchez – University of Arizona (UNM Ph.D., 2016)
 Nazita Lajevardi – Michigan State University (UC San Diego Ph.D., 2016)
 Kiku Huckle – Pace University (UW Ph.D. 2016)
 Patrick Rock (Social Psychology) – (UCLA Ph.D. 2016)
 Raynee Gutting – Loyola Marymount University (Stony Brook Ph.D. 2015)
 Christopher Towler – Sacramento State University (UW Ph.D. 2014)
 Benjamin F. Gonzalez – San Diego State University (UW Ph.D. 2014)
 Marcela Garcia-Castañon – San Francisco State University (UW Ph.D. 2013)
 Justin Reedy (Communications) – University of Oklahoma (UW Ph.D. 2012)
 Dino Bozonelos – Cal State San Marcos (UC Riverside Ph.D. 2012)
 Brandon Bosch – University of Nebraska (UW Ph.D. 2012)
 Karam Dana (Middle East Studies) – UW Bothell (UW Ph.D. 2010)
 Joy Wilke – in progress (UCLA ABD)
 Erik Hanson – in progress (UCLA)
 Christine Slaughter – in progress (UCLA)
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